
EMF Energy Express Activations 
 

How is your emotional world? Fluid and joyful? Negative and heavy? At the mercy of others? 

E-motions, energy in motion, are powerful things. Like any force of nature, they can be tender and 

loving, wild and raging or somewhere in between. 

When you express an emotion, certain chemicals are released in your body. For example, stressful 

emotions increase cortisol (causing issues like hypertension) whereas happier emotions increase 

endorphins (relieves pain, boosts immune system). The state of your emotions can keep you in a specific 

chemical alignment. 

When you choose your emotions and activate those chemicals, you create a preferred state of being.  As 

you choose your preferred emotions with greater consistency, you affect your biochemistry, the 

chemistry of body. You feel happier, more energized and optimistic. You may also choose a state of 

being, like Presence or Patience or Compassion … for these too evoke positive emotions. These 

activations will help you align with your parasympathetic nervous system (which calms and relaxes). 

The sessions are called Express Activations. Why Express? One meaning of 

express is fast, or quick, and these can work quickly in your daily life. And 

they are about Expressing more of who you are with greater awareness.  

How would it feel to Express with more clarity and ease, grace and style? 

Perhaps you have an emotion that comes up and you would like to respond 

differently – this can help you do that. Or perhaps you would like to Express 

more of – Adaptability, Inspiration, Love?  

Each activation has a different focus, so choose what calls to you right now. You do not need to do them 

in any particular order. These are offered as an individual session (2 or 3 per session) or as an online 

class. 

What Clients have said …. 

I’ve really noticed a profound difference when my emotions start to flare up. I can pause and 
consciously choose how to respond. I love it! So empowering!! KR 

Short, quick and to the point. I love being able to get exactly what I need. Sue 

If you have questions, please ask. If it is calling to you, give it a try. Sometimes clients are drawn to the 

work without really understanding the why. 

I look forward to working with you, 

Suzanne 

 



Here are the Express Activations to choose from: 

#1 Express Inspiration - Crown Center 

The 144 points of light within the brain supports you to remain centered and balanced as your 

awareness continues to accelerate. Are you caught in mental replays of all the chaos? Stuck in brain fog? 

Might you choose a more inspired life? 

#2 Express Intuition and Intellect - Rings of Energy around the Head 

The rings are like receptors supporting new wisdom, balancing intuition and intellect, masculine and 

feminine, yin and yang. Perhaps you’re generally over run with emotions or mental processes that you 

can’t let go of. Might you choose to integrate all your sources of wisdom? 

#3 Express Wisdom - Heart of the Inner Eye 

Within the brain the thalamus, hypothalamus and pineal glands support inner coherence and leadership. 

Do you feel generally disconnected? Might you choose to strengthen your inner connections? Would 

wise clarity benefit you?  

#4 Express Communication - Back of the Neck & Throat 

Become the observer. What is being communicated? Might you want to deepen how you express 

yourself? Do you feel like your throat or ability to speak is inhibited? Is it time to speak your truth more 

clearly? What kind of communications do you choose to express? 

#5 Express Infinite Love - Heart and High Heart Centers 

Intelligence of the heart supports greater clarity and emotional focus. Might you choose to let go of the 

heaviness on your heart? Might you strengthen your heart centered presence? How and when do you 

choose to express from your heart? 

#6 Express Sense of Self - Heart of the Solar Plexus 

The heart of who we are as individuals – our sense of uniqueness and self worth. This is our power 

center where we personalize an experience, feeling or idea and where creative ideas can grow into 

unique contributions. Is it time to stand up and contribute differently? Are you being true to yourself?  

#7 Express Empowerment - Hips 

There is always a way to move forward with courage and trust. Do you feel stuck? Victimized? Is it time 

for a change? Has living your life for others worn you down? Is it time to make a decision? To choose to 

be empowered? 

#8 Express Adaptability - Knees, Calves, & Feet 

Adaptability and flexibility assists you to grow into the more that you know you are. Are you resisting 

change? Or wish you could go with the flow a bit more? You want to stay on your path, but it’s wearing 

you down. What do you stand for? 

#9 Express Balance & Healing - Whole Body 



Whole body healing through balance. Might you feel overwhelmed? Stressed out? What would bring 

you more balance? Might you choose to incorporate better holistic self care? Might you choose to 

express greater wholeness as a way of being?  

#10 Express Giving & Receiving – Hands 

Making sure you give AND receive is necessary for good health and wellbeing. Is there a balance 

between giving and receiving in your life? Do you allow yourself to fully receive? Do you give from a 

place of fullness? Or are you drained from over giving? 

#11 Express Remedy - Honor, Clear, Balance, Heal 

Specifically for pain, physical or emotional. Is it time to let go of an old pain and free up that energy for 

something more desirable? Is it time to let go of what is no longer helpful to you? Old habits and 

patterns can drain a lot of your energy. 

#12 Express Quantum Activation - Core Energy 

The Infinite within you is present and powerful. Is it time to live this truth? Time to take a quantum step 

forward? Time to express more of who you are? If we let fear hold us back we create more of what has 

been – is it time to choose differently? Is it time to trust? 

 

 


